Plasmids are mobile genetics elements that play an important role in the environmental adaptation of microorganisms. Although plasmids are usually analyzed in cultured microorganisms, there is a need for methods that allow for the analysis of pools of plasmids (plasmidomes) in environmental samples. To that end, several molecular biology and bioinformatics methods have been developed; however, they are limited to environments with low diversity and cannot recover large plasmids. Here, we present PlasFlow, a novel tool based on genomic signatures that employs a neural network approach for identification of bacterial plasmid sequences in environmental samples. PlasFlow can recover plasmid sequences from assembled metagenomes without any prior knowledge of the taxonomical or functional composition of samples with an accuracy up to 96%. It can also recover sequences of both circular and linear plasmids and can perform initial taxonomical classification of sequences. Compared to other currently available tools, PlasFlow demonstrated significantly better performance on test datasets. Analysis of two samples from heavy metal-contaminated microbial mats revealed that plasmids may constitute an important fraction of their metagenomes and carry genes involved in heavy-metal homeostasis, proving the pivotal role of plasmids in microorganism adaptation to environmental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Plasmids are mobile genetic elements that facilitate rapid evolution and adaptation of their hosts under changing environmental conditions (1, 2) . Plasmids are extra-chromosomal fragments of DNA that replicate autonomously in the host cell and are widely represented in bacterial species. Most of the known plasmids occur in circular form, which is an important feature allowing for their easy isolation using the alkaline lysis method. There are, however, also representatives, mostly from the Borellia, Streptomyces, Nocardia and Rhodococcus genera, which are linear (3) . An important feature of plasmids is that they usually lack genes commonly assigned to primary metabolic processes but rather possess genes improving environmental fitness of the host or coding catabolic or resistance functions (4) (5) (6) . Moreover, they can contribute to horizontal gene transfer between different species from diverse taxonomic groups, which make them factors with significant ecological impact (7) . Therefore, plasmid-oriented studies are important to better understand processes occurring in diverse environments, and there is a need for methods to identify and sequence new plasmids.
A large number of plasmids have been identified by chance during the analysis of host bacteria based on specific phenotypes (8) . However, this method of identification is very laborious and cannot provide proper insight into the so-called 'plasmidome', which refers to the entire plasmid DNA content of a particular environmental sample independent of cultivation (3) . Although culture-dependent plasmidome studies (9) (10) (11) (12) have significantly contributed to our understanding of mobile genetic elements from a given bacterium or bacterial group, plasmids from the noncultivable organisms are out of reach using these methods. Several approaches addressing this issue have been developed, including exogenous plasmid isolation (13, 14) and Transposon-aided Capture (TRACA, (6, (15) (16) ), but these methods have significant limitations. For low-throughput exogenous plasmid isolation, the plasmid which is to be captured needs to be conjugative (or at least mobilizable) and stably replicated in the recipient cell (3) . This significantly reduces the number of possible hits and misses of plasmids that are not mobile. In contrast, TRACA is more high-throughput, but can only capture small plasmids of 2-10 kb in size (3, 17) . Although direct isolation of plasmids from the environment is possible, it is generally restricted to small ones (17) . A technique using indirect plasmid isolation from an environmental sample followed by the exonu-clease treatment and Phi29 amplification was previously developed (18) (19) (20) but it is more useful for samples with high bacterial biomass content and a low amount of contaminants interfering with enzymatic procedures.
Bioinformatic methods for the identification of plasmid sequences in metagenomic datasets have also been developed but, analogous to molecular methods, they are generally aimed at the identification of circular elements (21) . Fast development of sequencing technologies and reduction of sequencing costs has led to an increase in the number of metagenomic projects, resulting in the constant growth of sequence databases. As a given metagenome is mostly a mixture of chromosomes and plasmids in which the relation of both vastly remains in favor for the chromosomal (3), many plasmid sequences have been included in sequenced metagenomes but remained unidentified. Some attempts have been made to assemble plasmids from metagenomic data (6, 22) but they rely on laborious and computationally intensive approaches. Recently, the SPAdes assembler version capable of assembling plasmids was developed (23) , as well as the Recycler, aimed at recovering circular contigs from de Bruijn assembly graphs (24) . Another simple approach is implemented in the PlasmidFinder (25) , which is a web-based program aimed at identifying plasmid replicons in bacterial genome assemblies. This program conducts a similarity search against well-defined replicon sequences to identify possible plasmids. Although it can predict plasmid-originated sequences with high precision, its main limitation lies in the size of the database, which is composed mostly of Enterobacteriaceae replicons. This aspect significantly limits its usage for metagenomic studies. A database similarity search approach is extended in the Plasmid Constellation Network (PLACNET), which uses BLAST to compare sequences against reference databases and then a network analysis to reconstruct plasmids (26) . However, this program relies on the manual curation of obtained sequence clusters, thus preventing its use in any automatic annotation pipeline. Moreover, the results obtained from PLACNET are not fully reproducible and depend on the expertise of the researcher.
Another interesting approach for identification of plasmids from shotgun metagenomic data is the use of machine learning techniques which should allow for the automatic detection of plasmid sequences in any given metagenome. Genome signature-based methods have revealed that plasmid-host similarity correlates with genomic %G+C content (27, 28) . The barcodes of plasmid genomes also tend to have similar characteristics, possibly due to similar selection pressure caused by their frequent transfer among cell cultures (29) . A method for the identification of plasmid sequences based on genomic signatures was implemented in the cBar software (30) .
Recently, the performance of available tools aimed at plasmid reconstruction from sequencing data was compared (31) and showed that although such an automatic procedure is possible, there are still limitations, especially for large (>50 kb) plasmids. However, that review focused on single bacterial isolates rather than complex sequencing data from metagenomic projects. Consequently, there is a lack of systematic comparison of algorithms oriented towards plasmid identification in metagenomic datasets.
In this study, we present PlasFlow, a novel approach for the prediction of bacterial plasmid sequences in metagenomic contigs and compare it to other available tools. Using genome signatures of sequences from 9,565 bacterial chromosomes and plasmids, we trained a deep neural network model to separate chromosomal and plasmid sequences from different phyla. Our approach achieved as much as 96% classification accuracy in plasmid prediction on test data, which is significantly better than any other previously developed tool. Tests performed on real metagenomic datasets revealed its versatility for plasmidome analyses using assembled metagenomic data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
To train the model, we used 9,565 fasta sequences, including both chromosomes (1961) and plasmids (7604) of organisms from the kingdom Bacteria, which we downloaded from the NCBI Refseq Genomes FTP (ftp://ftp.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/genomes/refseq) based on the following criteria: (i) genome was marked as the 'representative genome'; (ii) genome was at the assembly level 'Complete genome'; (iii) for a given species, only the most up-to-date sequence was downloaded. Additionally, plasmid sequences were downloaded from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/ refseq/plasmid/. Taxonomic information was obtained using the rentrez (Winter, 2016, available at https://CRAN. R-project.org/package=rentrez) package in R based on taxon id provided in the assembly summary.txt file from the NCBI FTP, and were further manually curated to filter out eukaryotic, archaeal and viral sequences. Training sequences were then deduplicated to remove plasmids occurring both in the whole genome sequences and in the Refseq plasmids database. All full-length sequences used for training are listed in Supplemental Table S1 . In the next step, all sequences were randomly split to smaller fragments with lengths of 5, 10 or 50 kb, which covered up to 5 or 75% of the sequence length of individual chromosomes and plasmids, respectively. The remaining sequences, which were not included in the 10 kb training dataset, were filtered to have a minimal length of 1 kb and used for further performance analyses. This validation dataset contained 61 221 sequence fragments with lengths ranging from 1 to 1580 kb. All sequence fragments were labelled using origin (plasmid/chromosome) and taxonomic (phylum) information (see details below).
To test our approach, we used reference plasmidome data, which included: (i) the bovine rumen plasmidome assembly (Brown Kav dataset) (18) , which was downloaded from the MG-RAST (32) (accession 4460391.3); (ii) the plasmid metagenome of an activated sludge system assembly (33) , which was downloaded from the MG-RAST (accession 4474000.3); (iii) the plasmid metagenome of an activated sludge (Zhang dataset) (6), which was downloaded as raw reads from the NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA) (accession SRP007256.1) and assembled using SPAdes 3.9.1 (34); (iv) plasmids from the wastewater treatment plant (Szczepanowski dataset) (12) Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 6 e35 raw reads and assembled using SPAdes, with assembleronly option due to lack of quality data.
Applicability of presented software to newly sequenced genomic data was assessed using recently published Aeromonas sp. 023A (35) , assembled using SPAdes, and draft genomic sequences available in the Refseq database, matching following criteria: (i) the genome was marked as the 'representative genome'; (ii) the genome was at the assembly level 'Scaffold' or 'Contig' and (iii) for a given species, only the most up-to-date sequence was downloaded. An additional test was performed using a set of 42 bacterial genomes that contained a various number of plasmids, which has been described in Arredondo-Alonso et al. (31) . A list of genomes and their accessions is provided in Supplemental Table S2 . Raw sequencing data for each genome were downloaded from SRA and assembled using SPAdes 3.9.1. Reference assembly sequences were downloaded from GenBank.
Evaluation of metagenomic data was performed using sequences from microbial mats inhabiting mine waters from an abandoned uranium mine in Kowary (KOW) and a gold mine in Zloty Stok (ZS), Poland. Raw reads, available at the MG-RAST (accession numbers in Supplemental Table S3 ), were assembled using SPAdes 3.9.1 (34) .
Sequence processing and neural network training
A flowchart illustrating major steps concerning preparation of the training dataset, neural network training, and sequence classification is presented in Figure 1 .
Sequence fragments from the training dataset were arranged in classes containing information about the sequence origin (plasmid or chromosome) and taxonomic classification (at the level of phyla). If the number of sequence fragments in a given class was <100 (due to a low number of representatives in the database), all sequences from such a class were grouped as chromosome.other or plasmid.other, to avoid weakly represented classes in the input of the neural network. For the 10 Genomic signatures were represented as the vector of frequencies of all oligonucleotides (kmers) of desired length (k) occurring in an analyzed sequence (s), defined as a string over the alphabet {a, t, c, g}. The total number of possible kmers of length k is given by 4 k , e.g., for k = 3, the genomic signature is the vector of 64 elements, and, for k = 4, the genomic signature is the vector of 256 elements.
Kmers of 3-7 nt were counted using the function OligonucleotideFrequency from the BioStrings 2.46 (Pages et al., available at http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/ bioc/html/Biostrings.html) package in R, then transformed using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method from the SciKit-learn 0.18 python package (36) , resulting in normalized kmer frequencies. TF-IDF transformation was used to minimize the impact of frequently occurring kmers on subsequent calculations. The TF-IDF value for kmer t is calculated as tf-idf(s, t) = tf(s,t) * idf(t), where tf(s,t) is the kmer t frequency in the sequence s, and the idf is computed as idf(t) = log [n/df(s, t)] + 1, where n is the total number of analyzed sequences and df(s, t) is the number of sequences s that contain the kmer t. TF-IDF vectors for each sequence were normalized using Euclidean (L2) normalization (as implemented in SciKit-learn).
To properly monitor the progress of neural network learning and accurately calculate metrics measuring the performance of trained neural networks, we used part of the training dataset in the cross-validation procedure. We split obtained datasets containing predictors (vectors of TF-IDF transformed and normalized kmer frequencies) and target variables (labels of classes) into two datasets containing 75% and 25% of all data, respectively, using the train test split function from the Scikit-learn with the option 'stratified' to maintain the structure of classes. The first dataset was then used for neural network training using the TensorFlow's 0.10.0rc0 (Abadi et al., available at https://www.tensorflow.org) high-level machine learning API (tf.contrib.learn). The second dataset was used for the in-training evaluation of learning procedure using TensorBoard (which is a part of TensorFlow).
Training, using the ReLu activation and the AdaGrad optimizer, was conducted in 50,000 steps with the following measurements (based on the aforementioned testing dataset): accuracy (Ac), precision (Pr), and recall (Re), which were saved every 100 steps to evaluate the classification accuracy of a model. For each kmer length, we trained neural networks composed of one hidden layer with 20 or 30 neurons or two hidden layers with 10 or 20 neurons each. Final models (after 50 000 learning steps) were evaluated using the SciKit-learn python package, calculating accuracy (Ac), f1 score, precision (Pr) and recall (Re).
Accuracy is the fraction of correct predictions, calculated as (tp+tn)/n, where tp is the number of true positives, tn is the number of true negatives, and n is the number of all samples. Precision = tp/(tp + fp), where tp is the number of true positives and fp is the number of false positives. Recall = tp/(tp + fn), where tp is the number of true positives and fn is the number of false negatives. The f1 score is calculated as: f1 = 2 * (precision * recall)/(precision + recall).
Metagenomic assembly
Metagenomic shotgun reads were adapter trimmed using cutadapt 1.9.2 (37), then filtered by quality (minimal quality 30, minimal length 50) using sickle 1.33 (Joshi et al., available at https://github.com/najoshi/sickle) and assembled using SPAdes 3.9.1 (34) . Reads used for assembly were deposited in the MG-RAST database (32) at the accession numbers listed in Supplemental Table S3 .
Classification using PlasFlow
As short sequences cannot be efficiently used in genome signature calculations (not including reference plasmidomes), we filtered out sequences that were shorter than 1 kb. Filtered sequences were then used in the kmer counts calculation (kmers length 5-7 nt) using the function OligonucleotideFrequency from the BioStrings package in R, then transformed and normalized using the TF-IDF method as described above. Normalized kmer frequencies were used for classification using the obtained TensorFlow classifiers (separate for each kmer length used). A voting classifier was built using the best models for kmers of length 5-7 nt, in which probabilities of assignment to each of an allowed class were averaged over the three classifications to obtain the final classification score ( Figure 1 ). The average score (Av k (P k (C op )) was calculated as (P k (C op ))/3, where C op is a class containing information about origin (o) and phylum (p) and P k (C op ) is a probability of assignment to class C op returned by the best classifier trained on kmers of length k (for k in the range 5-7 nt). The sequence was assigned to a class with max(Av k (P k (C op ))) but if the resulting maximum average score was lower than the specified threshold (default value in this paper = 0.7), then a sequence was assigned as 'unclassified.unclassified,' meaning that neither plasmid nor phylogenetic classification could be conducted on a given sequence. However, to allow for broad host-range classification, if a sum of average probabilities for all plasmid classes, irrespective of the taxonomical information, was higher than the threshold, then the sequence was assigned as 'plasmid.unclassified', meaning that the signature is somehow similar to that of plasmids but we cannot say from which taxonomic group it came. Similarly, if a sum of probabilities for all chromosome classes, irrespective of the taxonomical information, was higher than the threshold, then the sequence was as-
Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 6 e35 signed as 'chromosome.unclassified'. Finally, if a sum of probabilities for plasmid and chromosome sequences of a given phylum was higher than the threshold, then the sequence was assigned as 'unclassified.phylum', where 'phylum' is the name of the phylum with the summary probability higher than the threshold. This allowed for taxonomical prediction in the case where plasmid predictions were ambiguous.
Prediction of plasmid sequences using cBar cBar 1.2 (30) was downloaded from http://csbl.bmb.uga. edu/~ffzhou/cBar/. Sequences were filtered by length analogously to the PlasFlow classification (described above) and used as an input to cBar. Obtained classification file was then used to extract sequences assigned to plasmid or chromosome class using prepared Perl script.
Prediction of plasmid sequences using PlasmidFinder
To predict plasmid replicons using PlasmidFinder (25) we uploaded assembled sequences (filtered by length--as described above) to the PlasmidFinder webserver (https:// cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services/PlasmidFinder/) and ran the computation selecting all available databases (Enterobacteriaceae and Enterecoccus, Streptococcus, Staphylococcus). The %ID threshold was set at 80% and 'Assembled Genome/Contigs' was chosen as the type of read. Results were downloaded as raw text files.
Prediction of plasmid sequences using Recycler
Recycler 0.61 (24) was downloaded from https://github. com/Shamir-Lab/Recycler. The SPAdes assembly graph fasta file was created using make fasta from fastq.py script available in Recycler. The BAM file required as input by Recycler was created by the alignment of the reads used for the assembly against the created assembly graph fasta file using Bwa 0.7.15 (38) and samtools 1.4-22 (39) . Cycles in the assembly graph identified by Recycler were considered to be possible plasmids.
Evaluation metrics for genome assemblies
To compare different software performance on single genome assemblies, we used the same dataset and metrics as described previously (31) . Scaffolds obtained from the SPAdes assemblies were filtered by length (as described above) and used for plasmid prediction by PlasFlow or cBar. Due to a lack of the length filtering step in the Recycler or PlasmidSpades, those were excluded from the current analysis since it was already performed in the aforementioned publication. Plasmid bins from both PlasFlow and cBar were compared to the reference sequences using Quast 4.3 (40) . Recall was defined as the fraction (in terms of length) of reference plasmid(s) covered by the prediction, whereas precision was calculated as tp/(tp+fp), where tp represents the overall contig length for true positives (true plasmid predictions) and fp represents the overall contig length for false positives (plasmid predictions which are coming from chromosome sequences).
Sequence annotation and statistical analysis
Sequence bins obtained from the metagenomic assemblies using different classification approaches were annotated by the mean of Subsystems using MG-RAST pipeline (32) . Functional profiles were downloaded from MG-RAST at the function level. For the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) counts for level1 subsystems were summarized, normalized to the sample size, and analyzed using prcomp function from R to reduce dimensionality and visualize differences between individual samples and groups. Chromosomal, plasmid and unclassified sequence annotations for each metagenome as well as chromosomal and plasmid sequence annotations from different metagenomes were compared to each other using standard options of the DESeq2 package (41) in R.
RESULTS
Rationale and design
Nucleotide composition, usually measured as the %G+C content, is a simple and the most commonly used metric to describe sequences. There are clear differences in %G+C base pairs between species and very low intra-species variance, making it a useful parameter for taxonomic classification or genome binning (42) . However, whole genomes are usually compared without distinguishing chromosomal sequences from plasmids. There are only a few reports comparing the %G+C content of plasmids and their hosts' chromosomes (43) (44) (45) . A fast increase in the number of bacterial genomes sequenced makes such comparisons more reliable. Therefore, we evaluated sequence statistics of 1961 and 7604 full-length chromosome or plasmids sequences, respectively, obtained from the NCBI RefSeq Genomes database (Supplemental Table S1 ). Analyzed chromosome sequences had a mean %G+C of 51.05% and a mean length of 3587 kb (range 83-14 782 kb), whereas plasmids had a mean %G+C of 44.31% and a mean length of 85 kb (range 0.4-2658 kb). These results are in agreement with the findings of Shintani et al. (8) who analyzed 4602 plasmid sequences with a mean size of 80 kb and average %G+C content of 44.1%. Although mean plasmid length is lower, as the %G+C content, there is only a weak correlation between %G+C content and sequence length (Pearson's r = 0.39, Supplementary Figure S1 ) and there are clear differences in the mean %G+C content between phyla.
The lowest %G+C in the group of plasmids was observed for Fusobacteria, 25.95% (N = 19, mean length 71 kb), and Tenericutes, 26.12% (N = 65, mean length 6 kb). Fusobacteria and Tenericutes had also the lowest chromosome %G+C content (29.55%, N = 8, and 28.50%, N = 56, respectively). The highest mean %G+C content of plasmid and chromosomal DNA was observed for phylum DeinococcusThermus (64.92%, N = 45 and 67.18%, N = 23, respectively). %G+C content of sequences belonging to the same phylum were similar and there were apparent differences in the %G+C content between phyla (Supplementary Figure  S1) . The mean %G+C content of plasmids and chromosomes from the same phylum differed significantly in most cases and the mean %G+C content of plasmids was usually lower than that of chromosomes ( Figure 2) ; this is consistent with findings of Nishida et al. (43) .
Since the %G+C content analysis of chromosomes and plasmids revealed significant differences between plasmidand chromosome-derived sequences and a clear separation between taxons (phyla), we investigated if more detailed sequence characteristics could be used to predict if a given sequence comes from plasmid or chromosome. We postulated that a machine learning approach based on carefully selected genome signatures represented as kmer frequencies may provide reasonable results, as such an approach has successfully been used for genome comparisons in previous studies (46) (47) (48) (49) . Machine learning methods are receiving much attention since a rapid increase in biological data dimensions is challenging conventional analysis methods (50) . Deep artificial neural networks are becoming state-ofthe-art in predictive analyses, as they allow for efficient exploitation of complicated data, discovering high-level features and providing an additional understanding about the structure of biological data (50) . For the purpose of analyses described herein, we used the TensorFlow framework, recently released by Google (Abadi et al., available at https: //www.tensorflow.org), allowing for easy implementation of deep neural networks for various complicated datasets, including biological data (50) (51) (52) (53) . Major steps of data analysis are presented as a flowchart (Figure 1) . Genomic signatures, which we used for neural network training, were calculated for the bacterial chromosome and plasmid sequences downloaded from the NCBI RefSeq (Supplemental Table S1 ) using kmers with lengths in a range 3-7 nt, as these are known to be the most informative (54) . To reliably train the neural network, the number of samples used for training should be significantly larger than the number of predictors (individual kmer frequencies in this case). As for heptamers, we achieved 16 384 predictors (4 7 ), which was much more than the number of full-length sequences (9565); therefore, we decided to randomly split all sequences into smaller fragments. As a default, we decided to choose a length of 10 kb (or less for short plasmid sequences present in the dataset), but fragments of length 5 and 50 kb were also tested. Since the average length of chromosomes is higher than that of plasmids, the number of chromosome sequences after the splitting procedure would be significantly higher than that of plasmid sequences in the training dataset, which could bias neural network training. Therefore, we decided to use only randomly selected fragments, which covered up to 5% or 75% of sequence length of individual chromosomes and plasmids, respectively. In this way, we obtained a proper balance of classes and increased the number of samples (89 509 for 10 kb dataset) to a level much higher than the maximum number of possible kmers we can observe (for k = 7, 4 7 = 16 384). In addition, we found such splitting reasonable because metagenomic assemblies are generally fragmented with a mean contig length and N50 around 1-2 kb (55). Therefore, the training dataset comprised of shorter sequences was similar to a typical metagenomic dataset.
As high variance in %G+C between phyla was revealed ( Figure 2 ), we grouped training sequences in the taxonomic bins labelled with the origin (plasmid or chromosome) and phylum from which they are derived, so that, in the final classifier, we are able to infer not only origin (plasmid or chromosome) of sequence but also minimal taxonomy information. The TensorFlow framework was applied to obtained data using different configurations of hidden layer neurons, including 1-and 2-layer design to train the network. For the all fragmentation schema tested, the best prediction accuracies were observed for kmers with lengths 5 to 7 nt ( Figure 3A ; Supplemental Table S4 ). Multiple models displayed high prediction accuracy (in a range of 80-90%), indicating that our approach was indeed highly reliable. Since the performance of models trained using kmers of k = {5-7} was similar, we decided to build a voting classifier that uses the average of prediction probabilities obtained from the best models trained using aforementioned lengths of kmers ( Figure 3A , marked in red, for 10 kb sequence fragments) to draw the final prediction. Such ensemble methods are usually used to improve the performance of individual classifiers, as they allow elimination of classification errors made by single classifiers (56) . The typical output of a neural network-based classifier is a vector containing probabilities of an assignment to a given class, which is then translated to class labels based on the highest probability. In case of ensemble method like in our approach, a result is the vector containing probabilities averaged over all applied classifiers. An element may be classified in a given class even if there is a low probability of such classification that may lead to erroneous predictions. Therefore, to avoid probable misclassifications, we introduced a threshold, the minimal average probability required to treat the sequence as classified to a given class. We assumed that classification would be correct if at least two out of three classifiers assigned a sequence to a given class with a high probability and thus used a default probability threshold of 0.7. Sequences that did not fall above the specified threshold were treated as unclassified because predictions cannot be drawn with high certainty. Because our approach allowed for prediction of both origin of sequence (plasmid or chro-PAGE 7 OF mosome) and taxonomic classification, we decided to modify final classification to allow for assignment of a sequence to the group of plasmids or chromosomes, even if an accurate taxonomic assignment was impossible; this way, the origin can be predicted for sequences harboring properties from different taxonomic groups, as in the case of the broadhost-range plasmids. In order to verify the performance of the ensemble classifiers trained on sequence fragments of length 5, 10 or 50 kb, they were tested on the validation dataset containing sequences with lengths ranging from 1 to 1570 kb and composed of fragments of sequences listed in Supplemental Table S1. Without probability filtering, classifier trained on 10 kb fragments obtained 89.52% accuracy for plasmid classification; introducing filtering at 0.7 improved the accuracy to 94.79%, with a low number of sequences unclassified ( Figure 3B ; Supplemental Table S5 ).A higher probability threshold (0.8) increased accuracy to 96.41%, with 25.03% of sequences unclassified. The same tests performed with ensemble classifiers trained on 5 or 50 kb fragments indicated that although prediction accuracies are generally on a similar level, they perform significantly worse when we consider a fraction of unclassified sequences and the false positive rate (Supplemental Table S5 ). It is likely that the kmer coverage for the 5 kb fragments is too low (especially for longer kmers) and therefore some predictions fail. In the case of 50 kb fragments, for which we obtained the best scores during the initial evaluation of models (Supplemental Table S4 ), a high number of false positive results may indicate a possible overfitting of the neural network. According to the results of this benchmark, we decided to continue using models trained on 10 kb sequence fragments and included them in the newly developed software, PlasFlow.
When comparing the PlasFlow to cBar, a previously described software for the prediction of plasmid sequences in metagenomic datasets (30) , PlasFlow performed significantly better, reaching an order of magnitude higher accuracy of plasmid prediction ( Figure 3B ). Due to probability filtering, PlasFlow outputs a significantly lower number of false predictions than cBar (Supplemental Table S5 ), what additionally proves its reliability in plasmid prediction. In the analyzed dataset, cBar incorrectly predicted 6.46% of sequences to be plasmids (false positives) and as many as 15.14% to be chromosomes (false negatives), whereas for PlasFlow with 0.7 threshold, those numbers were much smaller (2.21% false positive and 3.00% false negative predictions) (Supplemental Table S5 ). It should be noted that 79% of predictions were consistent between cBar and PlasFlow (run without any probability filtering).
In summary, we developed a training and classification procedure for prediction of plasmid sequences with unprecedented accuracy and a low false positive error rate. The algorithm is summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure 1 . Briefly, reference chromosomal and plasmid sequences were fragmented and used for calculation of genome signatures, which were then provided as an input for neural network training. Out of several models obtained we selected those that performed best for kmers of length 5, 6 or 7 nt and used them to build the voting classifier, which executes the actual prediction of plasmids. Additional thresholding was then introduced at this step, which allows for the exclusion of erroneous predictions and significantly improves the overall accuracy of classification. We combined all required calculations into a simple Python script, which accepts fasta file format as an input and returns a table with classification results as well as fasta files with sequences assigned to the group of plasmids, chromosomes, and unclassified sequences, respectively. The default probability threshold was set at 0.7, but users can specify their own filtering. The software, PlasFlow, is available at GitHub (https://github.com/ smaegol/PlasFlow).
Performance on public plasmidome datasets
Next, we asked if PlasFlow could successfully classify sequences in metagenomic datasets with a well-defined composition for plasmids. For this purpose, we used publicly available plasmidome datasets from experiments in which metagenomic DNA was enriched in plasmids using exonuclease treatment (in case of Brown Kav, Zhang datasets) (6, 18) or cesium chloride gradient centrifugation (in case of Sentchilo and Szczepanowski datasets) (12, 33) . Techniques applied during the preparation of those datasets were aimed at removal of linear DNA fragments, leaving only circular elements, a gross majority of which came It should be noted that, for the two analyzed datasets (Brown Kav and Zhang), authors checked the quality of plasmidome enrichment using PCR amplification of 16S rRNA gene, which is generally absent from plasmid sequences (57) (58) (59) . For the Brown Kav dataset, authors were not able to find any 16S rRNA amplification products (18) , whereas for the Zhang dataset, significant chromosomal contamination was found (6) . These results can explain lower plasmid enrichment in the Zhang dataset in both PlasFlow and cBar predictions. These results also show the limitations of molecular biology methods used for plasmidome analyses, which cannot effectively remove all chromosomal contaminations, which may be one of the reasons why we were not able to classify all of the sequences in the analyzed plasmidome datasets as plasmids, even if they were screened for contamination using 16S rRNA amplification.
Applicability for genome assembly
Although we aim the usage of PlasFlow for the analysis of metagenomic datasets, it can be also easily applied to single genome assemblies, allowing for identification of possible plasmids present in analyzed genomes. PlasFlow can be especially beneficial at the early steps of genome assembly, when usually a high number of contigs is obtained, which require further processing steps, including scaffolding and gap closing. Identification of contigs, which should be scaffolded separately from the chromosome, may reduce the time needed for assembly finishing and provide information about the genome structure of the sequenced organism.
We assessed the performance of PlasFlow using the recently published Aeromonas sp. O23A genome, which contains four plasmids with size ranging from 4 to 60 kb (35) . Preliminary genome assembly was performed using SPAdes, resulting in 240 scaffolds, which were further filtered to exclude all sequences shorter than 1 kb. Out of the remaining 36 sequences, PlasFlow analysis identified eight potential plasmid sequences (Supplemental Table S7 ) that we compared to the manually curated Aeromonas sp. 023A plasmid sequences using nucleotide BLAST. We found significant matches to the all known Aeromonas sp. 023A plasmids in 5 out of 8 sequences. At the same time cBar was also able to correctly predict all plasmid sequences.
To further show the applicability of PlasFlow for plasmid sequence separation in genome assembly projects, we applied our solution to the set of 42 bacterial genomes described in the recent comparison of methods aimed at reconstruction of plasmids from whole-genome sequencing data (31) . To measure PlasFlow performance we used the same metrics as the authors of the aforementioned publication and found that PlasFlow outperforms the other described methods (Supplemental Table S2 ), since it recovered 85.98% (recall) of plasmid sequences present in analyzed samples compared to 76.82% in the case of cBar and 12.0% for Recycler (31) . Moreover, PlasFlow also shows higher precision (72.17% versus 60.51% for cBar and 30.00% for Recycler), indicating that it is able to more efficiently exclude false positive hits.
Genome sequence databases are constantly growing due to a high number of projects involved in the sequencing and assembly of bacterial genomes. However, a high number of assembled genomes never reach the 'Complete genome' stage and remain in the form of contigs and scaffolds, without any information about the genome structure. Therefore, we evaluated if PlasFlow could identify plasmid sequences in unfinished genome sequences.
For this purpose, we used sequences from the NCBI Refseq with assembly status 'Contig' or 'Scaffold' and marked as 'representative genome'. For analysis, we used 101 454 sequences of length >10 kb. PlasFlow classification of se- Table S8 ). In 89 502 cases (88.22% of all analyzed sequences) the phylum was properly assigned. Similar approaches can be used for a more detailed taxonomic classification, however, this was out of scope of our research.
Since it was not possible to unambiguously confirm PlasFlow predictions due to a lack of proper experimental data, we assessed the accuracy of predictions using available annotation data. We verified analyzed sequences with genes found on plasmids, coding conjugal transfer proteins, plasmid partitioning proteins, plasmid replication initiation proteins, or plasmids stabilization proteins. Using annotations available at Genbank, we found that 920 (13.61%) and 2722 (3.48%) of sequences classified as plasmids or chromosomes, respectively, have such annotation (Supplemental Table S8 ).
Although there is a marked increase in the plasmidrelated annotations in sequences classified as plasmids, it is apparent that the majority of sequences do not possess such annotations. However, it should be noted that there are a large number of plasmids that do not code any proteins responsible for conjugative transfer and are only transferred vertically. Since the presence of genes responsible for the mobility of plasmids is not necessary, it is very difficult to predict if a sequence is plasmid based only on the functional annotation data.
Performance on environmental metagenomic datasets
The most desirable feature of PlasFlow would be applicability to metagenomic data, which should allow for comparative plasmidome analyses without the need for laborious laboratory techniques; such an approach should permit detailed description of plasmids contribution to microbial communities from diverse environments.
To evaluate PlasFlow applicability in comparative plasmidome analyses, we analyzed metagenomes from microbial mats inhabiting mine waters from the abandoned uranium mine in Kowary (KOW) and the gold mine in Zloty Stok (ZS), Poland, which were observed in the bottom sediments of both slightly acidic and neutral mine waters with elevated concentrations of heavy metals. Both mines were previously described as rich in functions related to heavymetal homeostasis (60) but they were analyzed only as raw reads without the assembly step. Thus, for the purpose of plasmidome analyses, we assembled 3 independent samples from each environment using SPAdes 3.9.1 (statistics of assembly are available in Supplemental Table S3 ). Obtained scaffolds were filtered to the length of >1 kb and provided as an input to PlasFlow, cBar and PlasmidFinder for plasmid prediction. Although PlasFlow (similar to cBar) is based on completely different assumptions, we decided to compare it to the Recycler, which identifies cycles in the assembly graph that represent possible circular plasmids. We did not consider the PlasmidSpades, which focuses mainly on identifying plasmids from sequencing data of genomes obtained from cultivated bacteria (23) . Sequences classified into chromosome and plasmid bins (or just possible plasmids in the case of Recycler) were then annotated using the MG-RAST server (32) to check if we were able to see enrichment in plasmid-related functions in sequences classified as plasmids. We used subsystem classification profiles downloaded from MG-RAST for the purpose of statistical analysis and identification of functions enriched in obtained sequence bins.
For all analyzed samples, PlasFlow identified 25.02-27.05% of sequences to be of plasmid origin that constituted 14.94-20.66% of cumulative scaffolds length (Supplemental Table S9 ). High numbers of sequences remained unclassified due to low probabilities obtained from classifier. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of analyzed samples revealed that chromosomal sequences from both metagenomes were similar to each other, whereas plasmid and unclassified differed from them as well as from each other ( Figure 5 ). First principal component (PC1), which best resolved the variability between chromosomal, plasmid, and unclassified bins, explained 44.5% of variance between samples. Importantly, the Phages, Prophages, Transposable Elements, and Plasmids subsystem contributed mostly to that component. This is in concordance with the observation that the most pronounced enrichment in the group of plasmids was visible for this subsystem (2.99% and 4.10% for plasmids and 1.16% and 1.14% for chromosomes in KOW and ZS samples, respectively). More detailed analyses at deeper subsystems levels (Supplemental Figure S3 , Table S10) revealed that Phage integration and excision subsystem contributed mostly to this enrichment (1.36% and 1.02% for plasmids and 0.28% and 0.22% for chromosomes in KOW and ZS samples, respectively), which could be due to two reasons. First, it is possible that phage and plasmid sequences are similar (by the mean of nucleotide composition) and PlasFlow cannot differentiate between them. Second, the annotation may be imprecise, whereby it could describe Integrative Conjugative Elements (ICEs) as phages, although they are commonly found on plasmids. This is in agreement with the review reporting that tyrosine integrases of ICEs are frequently annotated as 'Phage Integrases' (61) , and such were also frequently found in the annotation data of our datasets (Supplemental Figure S3 , Table S10 ). Although we hypothesize that the latter explanation is correct, definitive conclusions cannot be drawn without additional experimental effort.
Another subsystem for which we see enrichment in the plasmid dataset is the Toxin-antitoxin systems (other than RelBE and MazEF) (constituting 0.50% and 0.91% in plasmids and 0.16% and 0.22% in chromosome-assigned sequences in KOW and ZS samples, respectively). This subsystem groups mostly the small proteins from the type II toxin-antitoxin systems involved in the stabilization of plasmids in the host cells (62) . Importantly, we found that the protein and nucleoprotein secretion system, Type IV subsystem, that groups proteins involved in the conjugative transfer was also overrepresented in the plasmids dataset when compared to chromosomal one (0.50% and 1.19% sequences assigned to plasmids and 0.11% and 0.12% assigned to chromosomes in KOW and ZS samples, respectively, contained annotations from this subsystem), proving that most conjugative plasmid elements were properly classified to plasmid bin using the PlasFlow approach. We also found that sequences classified as chromosomes are richer in functions related to basal metabolism. Although there is a clear separation of plasmid-classified sequences from chromosomal ones, there are only minor differences between plasmid samples from different environments. Functions directly related to heavy metal resistance were represented at similar levels in both plasmidomes, with cobalt-zinc-cadmium, mercury and arsenic resistance being the most abundant and most discriminated from the chromosomal sequences (Supplemental Figure S3 , Table S10 ).
When the PlasFlow predictions were compared to those from cBar, it revealed that only 42.63% of predictions are shared and only 35% of them are for plasmids (Supplemental Table S9 ), which is in contrast to the reference plasmidome datasets. cBar identified 29.91-37.28% of sequences to be of plasmid origin, which constituted 21.66-33.55% of cumulative scaffold length and more than that identified by PlasFlow (Supplemental Table S9 ). Annotations of corresponding bins from PlasFlow and cBar were subjected to PCA, which indicated that both are able to functionally separate plasmids from chromosomes (Supplemental Figure S2 ). However, differential analysis performed with DESeq2 showed that PlasFlow allowed for higher enrichment of plasmid-related functions (mostly the Phages, Prophages, Transposable Elements, and Plasmids subsystem) in the plasmid bin compared to the chromosomal bin (Supplemental Figure S4 , Table S10 ). Nevertheless, without additional experimental data, it is impossible to say which classification is better as the actual content of plasmids in the analyzed samples is unknown.
When PlasmidFinder was applied to our metagenomic dataset, we found that this software is not suitable for analysis of such complex data as it recovered single contigs in only two out of six analyzed metagenomic samples (Supplemental Table S9 ). Although we expected a low performance of PlasmidFinder due to a high fragmentation of metagenomic assemblies, this result was surprising for us since we expected high representation of plasmids based on PlasFlow and hence more hits from PlasmidFinder. On the other hand, Recycler identified 35-203 possible plasmid sequences, some of which were as long as 394.1 kb. However, their annotations contained mostly phage-related genes (on average 30.3% annotations for KOW and 36.5% for ZS came from the Phages or Prophages subsystem, Supplemental Table S10 ) and, unlike PlasFlow, they were not attributed to integrases, but rather to r1 streptococcal phage protein. This finding suggests that phage genomes were assembled together with plasmids, which is not surprising considering that Recycler relies on the circularity of sequences and therefore cannot differentiate between plasmids and circular phages. This feature of Recycler was also reported by Arredondo-Alonso et al. (31) .
As a result of our analyses, we showed that PlasFlow can be successfully used for the prediction of plasmid sequences in genomic and metagenomic datasets. Detailed analyses showed that it presents superior performance over other available tools in terms of accuracy and can be easily adopted for comparative plasmidome analyses.
DISCUSSION
In the present work, we have shown that simple sequence content statistics based on the kmer frequency can be used PAGE 11 OF 14 Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 6 e35 to determine if a given sequence originates from the plasmid or chromosome. Although similar approaches exist, aimed mainly at taxonomic classification of metagenomic shotgun sequences (47, (63) (64) , there is only one known tool (cBar) that exploits genome signatures for plasmid prediction (30) . We propose a novel approach, PlasFlow, which uses a neural network-based model for the classification of metagenomic sequences and showed that it clearly outperforms cBar and other tools that use data other than genome signatures to recover plasmid sequences from sequencing data.
Algorithm rationale and comparison to other approaches
Newly developed PlasFlow, which does not rely on any prior assumptions about the taxonomical or functional composition of analyzed samples, may be successfully applied to the prediction of plasmids in genomic and metagenomic assemblies. Comparison of PlasFlow to other tools aimed at plasmid identification revealed that PlasFlow has higher accuracy and is better suited for metagenome assemblies.
Although the rationale behind the PlasFlow algorithm is simple and similar to that used by cBar (30), PlasFlow is better suited for accurate plasmid prediction of metagenomic sequences. Unlike cBar that uses self-organizing maps (SOMs), PlasFlow implements a deep artificial neural network, which is better suited for finding hidden structures in highly complicated biological data (50) . In the case of cBar, training was performed using genome signatures of full-length sequences, whereas, in PlasFlow, we trained a network with the signatures from shorter sequence fragments, which makes the classifier better suited for highly fragmented metagenomic assemblies. We chose to train our neural networks using fragments of 10 kb length, since we hypothesized that their length is similar to the average contig length of typical metagenomic assembly (55) and they are long enough to assure proper kmer coverage, even for hexamers or heptamers. We divided the training dataset by the mean of the taxonomic origin (phylum), significantly improving PlasFlow performance over cBar results and allowing for more precise classification, as it eliminates a bias originating from inter-phyla differences in oligonucleotides usage (Figure 2 ). We also introduced probability filtering that excluded uncertain predictions; thus, the number of false hits was significantly lower, allowing for more reliable plasmidome analyses. Finally, comparison of both programs revealed that PlasFlow outperformed cBar in plasmid identification, specifically when using testing datasets comprising of different length fragments of chromosomes and plasmids downloaded from the RefSeq database (Figure 3B ; Supplemental Table S5 ) and a set of 42 plasmid-rich bacterial genomes (Supplemental Table S2 ).
Although we have shown that the %G+C content differs significantly between phyla, as well as between plasmids and chromosomes from the same taxonomic group, the observed classification accuracy cannot be simply explained by differences in the %G+C content. The %G+C content simplifies nucleotide composition down to a single parameter with known limitations for investigating genome dynamics, whereas oligonucleotide frequencies capture the speciesspecific characteristics of nucleotide composition more effectively than %G+C (65) . Therefore, the approach implemented by PlasFlow, using a wide spectrum of oligonucleotide frequencies, is advantageous over classical %G+C content analyses and can recover subtle differences between analyzed sequences.
Importantly, PlasFlow can be applied to any assembly data, even when the raw sequencing data are absent. This is in contrast to algorithms implemented in PlasmidSpades or Recycler, which require an assembly graph and paired sequencing reads to recover plasmids from the assembly. Direct comparison performed on the set of bacterial genomes and plasmids (31) revealed that PlasFlow outperforms other tools in the rate of plasmid identification. Strikingly, in the case of metagenomic data, tools that rely on information other than sequence composition performed much worse than PlasFlow, with the most prominent example being PlasmidFinder, which identified only two plasmids across six analyzed metagenomes (Supplemental Table S9 ).
Limitations
Classification of assembled sequences by PlasFlow can be disturbed by several factors. First, if a sequence has a signature that differs from what was included in the training set, the system will produce small probability values for all possible classes and the sequence will not be properly classified. This is a common limitation of supervised machine learning approaches, as it is impossible to recognize something that was not seen before. Therefore, since the training set is limited to the actual content of sequence databases, some sequences will not be properly classified. Another risk is the existence of chromosomes with signatures very close to those of plasmids used for training, which will be improperly classified as plasmids (false positives). This can only be overcome by regularly updating the model with newly published genomic data. Second, an assembly itself can be erroneous, especially when applied to phylogenetically diverse samples when the risk of creating interspecies chimeras is very high (66) . In the context of plasmid sequences, the risk is even higher due to similar backbone elements, such as replication and conjugation transfer elements (8, 67) and a large number of mobile genetic elements, such as insertion sequences and transposons (68) , which are similarly structured. Third, plasmid sequences can sometimes be integrated into genomes, making differentiation between chromosomes and plasmids more difficult. Fourth, it is more difficult to obtain a proper sequence signature for short sequences, as many kmers cannot be covered. However, short sequences are generally less informative since they carry a small number of genes and can usually be isolated by standard molecular biology techniques; for most of the known metagenomic DNA isolation methods fragments of 1-10 kb remain intact. Hence, short sequences should be avoided in the PlasFlow-based classification as they may be problematic for the classifier and lead to erroneous predictions. Fifth, it is usual for oligonucleotide-based classification procedures that 100% accuracy cannot be achieved, therefore the user should expect that some of predictions will be wrong, especially for short sequences. Nevertheless, PlasFlow has extraordinary low false predictions rate (close e35 Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 6 PAGE 12 OF 14 to 5%) which is remarkable, especially in comparison to cBar for which erroneous predictions are four times more frequent (Supplemental Table S5 ). Taking all above into account, excluding low-probability classifications is advantageous for PlasFlow and increases overall accuracy.
In contrast to tools like PlasmidSpades or Recycler, which output possible full-length plasmid sequences based on their circularity or differential sequencing coverage, PlasFlow (similarly to cBar) can predict if a given sequence might be of plasmid origin or not, even if it does not cover the entire plasmid sequence. Therefore, PlasFlow can be useful in the gene-centric approaches where there is no need to obtain the full plasmid sequence (such as with most of metagenomic analyses, which we have shown using mine samples), but it cannot be used in other cases where the full sequence is desired as well as the precise taxonomic information. However, classification obtained from PlasFlow can provide a nice starting point for more detailed experiments and analyses.
Applicability
PlasFlow is a tool developed to identify plasmid sequences in genomic and metagenomic assemblies and is especially useful for analysis of large plasmids and megaplasmids, which are often missed in most of the currently used standard molecular biology techniques (19) and therefore may be a valuable extension of plasmidome studies. Unlike currently used protocols for the plasmidome research, PlasFlow does not rely on the circularity of assembled sequences as in the case of standard plasmidome isolation techniques (19) or the Recycler algorithm (24) , allowing for the description of plasmidomes, even if only a low quality (fragmented) assembly is present without the careful isolation of single plasmids. This approach also extends the spectrum of analyzed plasmidome sequences to linear plasmids, which have been vastly ignored in previous plasmidome studies (3). Additionally, due to the taxon-specific genome signatures used for training, PlasFlow can predict phyla of analyzed sequences, providing information about taxons that mostly contribute to the plasmidome in a given environment.
The ecological impact of plasmids is significant, as they commonly carry genes that foster diversification and adaptation of bacterial populations (1) . We have analyzed the role of plasmids in a heavy-metal contaminated environments from abandoned mines and PlasFlow was able to identify plasmid sequences carrying genes involved in heavy-metal resistance, much less represented in the chromosomal sequences.
Although plasmid-encoded functions are beneficial for bacteria, they can cause disturbances to human health with regard to virulence factors and the antibiotic resistance, which can easily spread between bacterial species through the horizontal gene transfer (4, (69) (70) . Therefore plasmidome studies are important for our understanding of the evolution of bacterial communities. We believe that advantages of PlasFlow will make it a standard tool included in the metagenomic and plasmidome analysis pipelines.
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